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A B S T R A C T

Numerous patient injuries and deaths have been caused by medical practitioners failing to respond to medical
alarms. Simultaneous masking, where concurrently sounding medical alarms result in one or more being un-
hearable, is partially responsible for this problem. In previous work, we introduced a computational formal
method capable of proving (formally verifying) if masking could occur in a modeled configuration of medical
alarms. However, the scalability of the method limited the applicability and completeness of its analyses. In the
work presented here, we show how we re-implemented the method to address these shortcomings. We evaluated
the detection capabilities and scalability of the new version of the method with a series of realistic and synthetic
case studies. Our results show that the new version of the method replicates and improves detection capabilities
compared to the legacy method and does so with significant reductions in verification times. We discuss the
patient safety implications of our results and explore directions for future research.

1. Introduction

There are a number of problems with auditory medical alarms that
can make them difficult to hear and respond to [25,13]. According to
the Pennsylvania Patient Safety Authority [24], there have been 194
documented problems with operators failing to properly respond to
telemetry monitoring alerts between June 2004 and December 2008,
including 12 deaths. According to a 2013 Sentinel Event Alert, 98
alarm-related non-response incidents were reported from January 2009
to June 2012. Eighty of these produced patient death, 13 resulted in a
“permanent loss of function,” and 5 caused patient hospital stays to be
extended [57].

These problems are directly related to the fact that medical alarms
sound at rates and in numbers that are incompatible with human sen-
sory, perceptual, and cognitive capabilities [25,17,62,57,43]. For ex-
ample, the Joint Commission [57] found that, in one day, hundreds of
alarms can be produced by a single patient. This aggregates into tens of
thousands of alarms sound daily across a given hospital. Because of
these issues and the difficulties hospitals have had in solving them, the
ECRI Institute has identified medical alarms as one of the most sig-
nificant technological hazards to patient safety for more than a decade
[23,53].

Problems with the design of medical alarm auditory parameters are

largely acknowledged as a contributor to these problems [23,61,58,57].
In particular, the Joint Commission’s 2014 National Patient Safety Goal
(NPSG) to “improve the safety of clinical alarm systems” claimed that
“individual alarm signals are difficult to detect” [58].

One problem that can make it difficult for humans to respond to
medical alarms is simultaneous masking. In simultaneous masking,
sounds playing in parallel can interact in ways that prevents humans
from hearing one of or more of them due to limitations of the human
sensory system [30]. A number of researchers have acknowledged that
simultaneous masking is a problem with medical alarms and at least
partially responsible for non-responses [28,46,41,27,26,49,48]. Fur-
thermore, experimental results do indeed show that simultaneous
masking exists in modern medical environments. Momtahan et al. [47],
who analyzed 26 alarms from an operating room and 23 from an in-
tensive care unit, found 25 pairs of alarms where one could be com-
pletely masked by the other. Toor et al. [59], discovered low priority
sounds present in an operating room could easily mask higher priority
alarms. It is important to note that these analyses only partially eluci-
date the problem because neither accounted for the additive effect of
masking: where a sound can be masked by the interaction of multiple
simultaneously playing sounds. Medical alarms (including those in the
international standard [40]) are usually represented as melodies (pat-
terns) of tonal sounds. These are particularly susceptible to
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simultaneous masking [30,12]. Given that the probability of masking
increases with the number of concurrently sounding alarms [39,12,65],
the sheer number of alarms in modern medical environments [56]
practically assures that masking is occurring.

Even with these results, the preponderance of medical alarm safety
research has focused on other problems [25]. This is likely a symptom
of the complexity of the masking problem. Specifically, it can be ex-
tremely difficult to detect auditory masking experimentally because it
may only occur for particular interactions of multiple, concurrently-
sounding medical alarms. Given the number of possible medical alarms,
overlaps between them, and the masking potential associated with
additive masking, it is practically impossible to evaluate every alarm
configuration to find potential masking experimentally.

To address this problem, we developed a computational method
[35,34,36,11] that can detect masking in configurations of tonal med-
ical alarms. The method uses a novel combination of psychoacoustics
and model checking. The psychoacoustics describe simultaneous
masking mathematically by relating sounds’ frequency/tone and vo-
lume to the biologically-grounded masking effect the sounds have
[12,5,52,2,15,14]. Model checking is an automated approach for per-
forming mathematical proofs (a process called formal verification) on
models of concurrent systems [16]. When these technologies are used
together in our method, an analyst can model the sounding behavior of
multiple alarms and use model checking to prove whether the re-
presented alarms can mask each other. This method has been used to
analyze real medical alarm configurations [36,11]. However, these
analyses could take days to analyze even one alarm. Furthermore, the
nature of the verification process limited the number of alarm inter-
actions that could be considered in a proof. Thus, the analyses could
conceivably miss interaction problems.

In the research presented here, we describe an improved version of
our method. This improves its masking detection capabilities while si-
multaneously improving its scalability. Below we provide the necessary
background to understand the different versions of our methods. We
then present an updated version of the method and report results that
demonstrate its improved scalability and analysis capabilities with both
synthetic and realistic applications. We ultimately discuss the implica-
tions of our results and explore avenues of future research.

2. Background

Below, we review the relevant research on model checking, the
psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking, and our method.

2.1. Model checking

Model checking comes from the computer science field of “formal
methods”. In this context, formal methods are rigorous mathematical
languages and techniques for specifying, modeling, and verifying sys-
tems [64]. Specifications describe desirable system properties, systems
are modeled using mathematical languages, and verification mathe-
matically proves whether or not the model satisfies the specification.

Model checking performs formal verification automatically [16]. A
model describes a system’s behavior, usually as a finite state machine:
model variables with particular values represent state and changes in
variable values (state) represent transitions. Specification properties are
typically represented in a temporal logic [29], which use Boolean al-
gebra, temporal operators, and system model variables to assert desir-
able system conditions. Verification processes prove whether the model
satisfies the specification by exhaustively searching through the system
model’s statespace looking for violations. If the specification property
proves to be true, the model checker returns a confirmation. If the
property does not hold, the model checker returns an execution trace
through the model called a counterexample. This shows exactly how
the specification was violated. Model checking is especially good at
discovering problems in systems with concurrency, where system

elements can interact in ways unanticipated by designers and analysts
[33]. Model checking is typically in the evaluation of discrete systems
(where state is easily represented by discrete, categorical or ordinal
variables). However, hybrid modeling and analysis techniques can ac-
count for continuous state variables [21,38,50]. They do this by map-
ping discrete model states (like the sounding state of an alarm) to
continuous, real-valued quantities. For example, when using timed
automata [1,21], every model discrete state is assigned a time re-
presented by a real number.

Model checking’s major limitation is scalability. As concurrent ele-
ments are added to a formal model, the size of the model’s statespace
increases exponentially [16]. This “state explosion problem” can lead to
situations where the model takes too long or is too big to verify. Be-
cause of this, analysts will often use abstraction techniques to model the
systems they want to analyze [45].

Even with this limitation, model checking has demonstrated its
utility for a variety of applications, especially for computer hardware
and software [64]. Researchers have used model checking to success-
fully find and correct human factors issues in automated systems
[10,20,63,6,51] and medical systems [4,3,7–9,54,60]. However, out-
side of our previous efforts on alarm masking modeling and detection
[35,34,36,11], no work has used model checking to find safety pro-
blems associated with human sensation and perception. Below we de-
scribe how our previous efforts worked. However, before we can do
this, we need to explain the psychoacoustics of masking.

2.2. The psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking

The psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking mathematically de-
scribe how the physical characteristics of a sound (its volume and tone/
frequency) produce masking. These are based on the excitation patterns
of the basilar membrane: the physical structure in the human ear that is
predominately responsible for the human ability to distinguish between
sounds [12,5,52,2,15,14]. These models predict how a masking sound
(the masker) will stimulate receptors on the inner ear’s basilar mem-
brane based on its volume and its relative frequency to a potentially
masked sound (the maskee). This stimulation results in a higher volume
threshold (in dB) that the volume of the maskee must exceed to be
perceivable [12].

The psychoacoustics of masking represent frequency on the Bark
scale [22]. The Bark scale maps a frequency in Hz to a position on the
basilar membrane (the spiral tube in the inner ear’s cochlea) where that
frequency most strongly stimulates the receptors (see Fig. 1). A sound’s
frequency in Hz ( fsound) is converted to Barks by [22]

= +z f f13·arctan(0.00076· ) 3.5·arctan(( /7500) ).sound sound sound
2 (1)

The “masking curve” then represents the masking threshold as:

65 Hz

1,350 Hz 24 Bark

1 Bark

4,800 Hz
19 Bark

2,900 Hz
16 Bark

1,600 Hz
12 Bark

9 Bark
1,000 Hz

Fig. 1. Depiction of how peak stimulation of sounds in Hz occurs at different
Bark locations along the basilar membrane.
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= + −z δz vcurve ( ) spread ( ) Δ.masker maskee masker masker (2)

vmasker is the volume of the masker in dB. δz is defined as

= −δz z z ,maskee masker (3)

where zmaskee and zmasker are the Bark scale frequency of the maskee and
masker respectively. The spreadmasker function models how the magni-
tude/volume of the masking threshold changes with respect to δz. Δ is
the minimum difference between the masker’s and maskee’s volumes
that can result in masking.

There are a number of psychoacoustic spreading functions for cap-
turing the masking effect of different types of sounds [12]. Similarly,
the formulation of Δ will depend on types of sounds being represented.
In this research we use the following spreading function:
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where =θ x( ) 1 for ⩾x 0 and =θ x( ) 0 otherwise. Δ was computed as

= + zΔ 6.025 0.275· dB.masker (5)

These particular formulations were used for several reasons. First,
they have been shown to be appropriate for modeling tonal sounds
[2,15]. They are also the basis of the MPEG audio codec [12] and have
been well-validity. The shape of the masking curve (2) described by
these parameters is shown in Fig. 2. These psychoacoustics will indicate
if a single sound can mask another. They were also the basis for pre-
viously published results [35,34]. However, the combined masking
threshold of multiple concurrent sounds can be greater than the sum of
the masking effect of individual maskers. This effect is known as ad-
ditive masking [39,12]. This is modeled by adding up the masking
curve values of each potential masker on the power scale. We can use
the following to transform a volume (v in dB) onto the power scale

=vpower( ) 10 .v/10 (6)

Then, for a given potential maskee and N potential maskers, the
additive masking threshold (in dB) is calculated as

∑
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In the above, α is a positive constant [32]. absmaskee is the absolute
threshold of hearing (in dB) at the maskee’s frequency ( fmaskee in Hz).

This is formulated as [55]
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These psychoacoustics have been used successfully to predict
masking for normal human hearing for decades [12]. They were em-
ployed by researchers to identify when masking could occur sounds
recorded in medical environments [59]. They were also the basis for
lossy audio compression techniques, including those used in MPEG
[12].

2.3. The previous version of our method

In the previous version of our method [36,11] an analyst would
follow the process shown in Fig. 3. In this, an analyst examined alarm
documentation and described the behavior of the alarms using a MS
Excel spreadsheet, where each alarm was represented as a sequence of
tones (and pauses between tones) each with a defined frequency (Hz),
volume (dB), and duration (s). When done describing alarms, the
analyst used a computer program to automatically convert the alarm
configuration into a formal model. This conversion also produced spe-
cifications for asserting the absence of masking. This included the lack
of partial masking (no part of an alarm should ever be masked) and
total masking (that no alarm should ever be masked for the entirety of
its sounding cycle). Model checking was used to prove whether or not
each of the generated specifications were true. In any situation where a
counterexample was returned, the analyst could use a counterexample
visualizer to identify where and how masking could occur.

The old version of the method used the architecture in Fig. 4 to
represent the formal alarm configuration model. This was comprised of
multiple, synchronously-composed sub-models. The clock sub-model
used a timed automaton [1,21] to advance model time (globalTime) and
communicate it to the other sub-models. Each alarm was represented as
a sub-model. Each could start or stop sounding at appropriate times and
update its state based on its current state and how long it had been
sounding. Alarm state represented each of the distinct tones or pauses
that occurred over a complete sounding. A single masking computation
sub-model used the current state of each alarm and the psychoacoustics
of simultaneous masking to determine if any alarms were masked by
the other sounding alarms. This sub-model also found the minimum of
alarm next times (the alarmNextTime variables) to calculate a maximum
time (maxNextTime) that the clock could be advanced to.

Because model checkers cannot handle the nonlinear arithmetic of
model variables [18], our method used pre-computed functions (lookup
tables) to capture nonlinear psychoacoustics. However, because the size
of lookup tables can reduce the efficiency of a model (increase ver-
ification time), our old method minimized the number of necessary
entries.

Critical to enabling this optimization is the concept of “power
alpha,” a value we introduced in [36]. By transforming a maskee’s (any
potentially masked alarm) volume and the masking effect of maskers
into “power alpha” values using lookup tables, masking can be detected
using only linear arithmetic operations. Fig. 5 explains the formulation
and rational for the “power alpha” values.

Our method used the relationship from Eq. (14) (Fig. 5) as the basis
for its optimization. Specifically, a formal model generation process
pre-computed each alarm’s “power alpha” values when the alarm was
both the potential maskee [using (12)] and masker [using (13)] for each
of the alarm’s states. These values were implemented in the formal
model as lookup tables that were optimized to have the minimum
number of entries. In the formal model, the masking computation sub-
model treated each alarm as a potential maskee and all others as po-
tential maskers. Thus, for a given potential maskee alarm, the masking
computation sub-model would use the pre-computed lookup tables to
perform the sum and comparison in (14) to determine if the potential

Fig. 2. The basic shape of the masking curve [see (2)] with the MPEG [12]
spreading function [see (4)]. Any sound whose frequency and volume falls
below the masking curve will be masked.
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maskee was indeed additively masked by the other sounding alarms.
We used =α 0.33, to capture the “over adding” of the masking effects of
tones [44]. However, the method allowed for different analyst-specified
α values.

To check a configuration of alarms modeled for masking using our
original model, the analysts would need to check the generated prop-
erties (asserting the absence of any masking of a given alarm or the
absence of total masking of the alarm) against the formal model using
the infinite bounded model checker of the Symbolic Analysis
Laboratory [18]. In doing this, the analyst would specify a search depth
(a bound) on the total number of transitions considered in the analysis.
Ideally this would be set, at minimum, to the total number of separate
alarm events that could possibly occur in a given configuration. How-
ever, because increasing the search depth exponentially increased
computational time [36], this was not always possible in practice.

This version of the method successfully improved upon the older

version of the method [35,34] by both being more usable (due to the
spreadsheet-based modeling) and more scalable (the computational
efficiency of using the optimized lookup tables) [36,11]. In showing
this, we analyzed the alarm system evaluated in the early versions of
the method [35,34] as well as the alarms from a real telemetry mon-
itoring system, a GE CARESCAPETMMonitor B850 [31]. These analyses
found a number of masking conditions. However, because of the search
depth limitation of the method, it is possible some masking conditions
were missed. Furthermore, even with the use of a less-than-optimal
search depth, the analyses took prohibitively long to complete. For
example, the analysis of partial masking for one alarm of the monitor
took 4.57 days.

3. Objectives

In the work presented here, we show how we improve our computa-
tional technique for detecting simultaneous masking in configurations of
medical alarms. In particular, we sought to improve its scalability and
detection capabilities by rearchitecting how formal alarm models are
constructed. This specifically worked by eliminating the need for the ex-
plicit formal modeling of a clock (see Fig. 4) by representing all relevant
alarm times in a given model state. In addition to improving scalability, this
eliminates the need for an analyst to specify a search depth when per-
forming model checking. Thus, the exhaustiveness of our new approach
was not limited by search depth, enabling a complete analysis of modeled
alarm behavior. Below we describe how this new approach was realized.
After this, we use the new approach to evaluate the alarm configurations
reported in previous results [35,34,36,11] to compare prediction perfor-
mance and time. We also characterize how the method scales with a series
of synthetic test cases. Finally, we interpret our results and explore their
implications for future research.

Model
Checking

VisualizationVerification
Report

Masking 
Visualization

Manual
Modeling

Spreadsheet 
Alarm Model

Medical Alarm 
Information

Formal Model 
Generation

Specification 
Properties

Formal Alarm
Model

&
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2 3

4

Fig. 3. The flow model representation of
our computational method for using
model checking to discover simultaneous
masking in configurations of medical
alarms [36]. Numbers are used to show
the order in which processes are per-
formed. The formal modeling architecture
used in the original method for the formal
alarm model is show in Fig. 4. An example
of a produced visualization is shown later
in Fig. 8.

Fig. 4. The architecture previously used for formally modeling a configuration
of medical alarms in our method [36].

Fig. 5. Explanation of “power alpha” and how it can be used to determine if masking is occurring (adapted from [36]).
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4. The new method

We updated our method to improve its scalability and remove the
limitation that search depth placed on result completeness. Like the
previous version, the new method uses the process shown in Fig. 3,
where the analyst models alarms in an excel spreadsheet and auto-
matically generates the model and specification properties used for
checking for masking. However, in the new method, the formal alarm
models generated use a new modeling architecture specifically designed
to reduce the search depth required when model checking for masking.
This was accomplished by ensuring that all of the information required
for determine if masking was possible could manifest in the initial state
of the model. This eliminated the need for a timed-automata based
clock and thus ensured that search depths could no longer limit the
detection capabilities of the method. This approach makes significant
use of anonymous functions [37,19].

Anonymous functions come from the area of lambda calculus [37].
Specifically, anonymous functions are defined using lambda abstrac-
tions that describe functional mappings between types. In this work, we
specify anonymous functions using lambda abstractions as defined in
the language of the symbolic analysis laboratory (SAL) [19]. This takes
the form:

VariableDeclaration ExpressionLAMBDA ( ) .:

In this, the VariableDeclaration defines a variable of a specific type
and the Expression defines how that type is transformed (which can be
into the same or a different type) using the name of the variable. For
example, let TheArray be an array of values, where allowable indices
of the array are defined by the type ARRAYINDEX. With this, the
lambda abstraction

>LAMBDA X ARRAYINDEX TheArray[X]( : ): 10

describes an anonymous function that maps an array of integers to a
sequence of Booleans where the mapping at a given X is true when the
value at index X is greater than 10.

Anonymous functions are convenient for model checking because
they give modelers a convenient notation for deriving complex systems
concepts from a model’s current state. This can enable a modeler to
define complex concepts without having to perform computations using
state transitions. In our new version of the method, we exploit anon-
ymous functions to map an array of all of the important alarm time
events for a given configuration (previously represented between model
states using a timed automata; Fig. 4)) to values indicating if an alarm is
masked. Because all of the relevant alarm times are now represented in
a models current state, verifications can be complete without the need
for a model checker search depth greater than 0.

The architecture for our new approach is shown in Fig. 6. In this, all
relevant analysis times are modeled in an array (AlarmTimes). Each
entry in the array represents a time in which one alarm from the
modeled configuration can change its state. The start times of each
alarm are treated as open parameters (meaning they can be any possible
time). The other event times for each alarm are then automatically
computed based on when they sound relative to the previous alarm
event (hence the arrows pointing between alarm elements in Fig. 6).
Multiple anonymous functions are then used to compute the state of
each alarm at each time. Specifically, the array of times is mapped into
arrays of alarm states (Alarm1State…AlarmNState). There is one alarm
state array for each of the N alarms in the modeled configuration. Each
alarm state array has the same number of entries (M) as the array of
alarm times, where each entry in an array represents the associated
alarm’s state at the time in the corresponding entry in the array of alarm
times. An alarm’s state is encapsulated by a unique name to indicate
what tone is sounding or a generic non-state if the alarm is not sounding
or in a pause.

A different, single anonymous function is then used to compute an
array of Boolean values (AlarmXM with size M) to indicate if a given

alarm (AlarmX in Fig. 6) is masked at each time based on the state of all
of the alarms at each time. This functions makes use of the psychoa-
coustics of simultaneous masking to accomplish this. In particular, the
function uses the same optimized lookup tables and the relationship
from (14) (Fig. 5) as was used by the old version of the method. Note
that if an alarm is not making any noise (it is not sounding or in a pause
state; Alarm0) then this array indicates that it is masked. The distinc-
tion between masking that occurs when the alarm is not making noise
and when it is making noise occurs when properties are being checked
by the model checker.

To reduce complexity, a model based on the architecture in Fig. 6 is
generated for each alarm in a configuration. This ensures that only
psychoacoustic lookup tables are required for masking associated with
a given alarm in a given model.

When a model based around the architecture in Fig. 6 is analyzed
with the infinite bounded model checker, the analyst can check one of
two generated specification properties. To check for total masking (that
AlarmX can be rendered completely unhearable by other sounding
alarms), the analyst checks a property of the form

¬ ∀ ⩽i M AlarmXM i( : [ ]).G (9)

This asserts that for all paths through the model (G) it should never
be true (¬) that for all the times (i), AlarmX is masked (Masking i[ ]).
Note that here AlarmX represents the alarm that is being treated as the
maskee. To check for partial masking (that the alarm can be masked in
part by other sounding alarms), the analyst checks a property of the
form:

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

∀ ⩽
⇒ =

⎞
⎠

i M AlarmXM i
AlarmXState Alarm

: [ ]
0

.G
(15)

This asserts that for all possible paths (G) and all of the times (i)
through the model, if AlarmX is masked then this implies that the alarm
is not making any noise ( =AlarmXState Alarm0; the alarm is either not
sounding or in a pause between alarm sounds). When checking both of
these properties, because all of the possible alarm sounding patterns can
be present in one of the infinite model initial states, search depth can be
set to 0.

We modified the software implementation of the method (Fig. 3)) to
support the new modeling architecture (Fig. 6) and specification
property patterns from (9) and (15). Like the previous version [36], the
updated implementation generated models and specifications for use
with the infinite bounded model checker of SAL [18] However, unlike
the previous version, this new implementation generated multiple
formal models, one for each included alarm. This allowed us to realize
the totality of the new optimized approach by only having to generate
lookup tables for values associated with treating a given alarm as the
maskee. This meant that an analyst would need to run verifications
using different formal models instead of just one. From a practitioner’s
perspective, this is a trivial difference. Fig. 7 shows how the formal
model and specifications for a given alarm (AlarmX) are generically
formulated using the input language of SAL [19].

5. Testing and results

We evaluated our new method using two different types of tests. In
the first, we evaluated the same cases originally reported in [36] to
determine whether the new version of the method could detect the
same masking conditions as the old one and to compare computational
efficiency (verification time) of the two approaches. In the second, we
set out to fully characterize the scalability of the new method using a
series of synthetic case studies based on the parameters of the inter-
national medical alarm standard [40]. Both are described below.

Note that all of these analyses followed the procedure specified by
our method (Fig. 3). First, the analyzed alarms were modeled using the
reported parameters in an excel spreadsheet. Second, we used our up-
dated software to automatically generate formal models and
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specification properties for evaluating the masking potential of each
alarm. Third, SAL’s infinite bounded model checker was used to for-
mally check whether each alarm was could be partially or totally
masked. All of these verification results reported below were conducted
on a computer workstation with a 3.3 GHz Intel Xeon processor and
64 GB of RAM running Linux Mint. Finally, our method’s visualization
was used (where appropriate) to plot the results.

5.1. Reproduction of previous analyses

We originally evaluated three case studies [36]. Below we discuss
how each of these cases was evaluated with the new method and
compare the new results to those obtained in [36]. Each case study
provides different challenges. Case study 1 is a simple example where
masking can manifest between pairs of alarms without additive
masking. Case study 2 is a more complex application where additive
masking is required to detect masking conditions. Case study 3 is a
realistic application: an actual telemetry monitoring system.

5.1.1. Case study 1: the original application
In the case study originally presented in [34] and reevaluated in

[36], there were three alarms (Table 1). All of these alarms had two
tones separated by a pause. The frequencies, tone and pause lengths,
and volumes were consistent with those commonly found in medical
alarms [47,40].

With old method [36], analyses were conducted on four different
configurations: one for configurations with each possible pair of alarms
from Table 1 and one with all three alarms. Each configuration was also
modeled and evaluated with the new method. A comparison of the
analysis results with both methods is reported in Table 2. These show
that the same outcome was achieved between the two methods when
each specification property was checked. The produced counter-
examples showed that the same masking conditions were discovered
using both methods.

The results in Table 2 also demonstrate the scalability

improvements of our new method. The new method was able to per-
form each of the analyses significantly faster than the older method,
where reductions in verification times varied from 66.67% to 99.98%.

This case study illustrates the improvements in verification time
achieved by the new method while preserving the detection cap-
abilities. However, this case study does not evaluate the additive
masking detection capabilities of the method. This is because multiple
overlapping alarms were not required to produce the discovered
masking conditions. Additive masking detection is evaluated in the next
case study.

5.1.2. Case study 2: additive masking detection
The second case study (originally from [36]) evaluated the alarms in

Table 3. These were chosen because they, with the exception of tone
timing, are similar to medium priority sounds from the international
medical alarm standard’s reserved sounds [40] and we wanted to test
whether our method could reproduce the additive masking capabilities
of the previous method.

As in the previous analyses [36], we used these alarms to construct
four different configurations: one for each possible pair of alarms and
one with all three. By using our method to evaluate all four config-
urations, we were able to determine if our method could reproduce the
additive masking results. Specifically, if we found masking that oc-
curred due to two or more alarms overlapping a maskee, where
masking did not occur when each potential masker alarm overlapped
the maskee by itself, then our method could find additive masking
conditions.

We checked the specifications for each alarm (for both partial and
total masking) using both versions of the method. For the original, for
models containing two alarms, verification search depths were set to
12. A search depth of 18 was used for models with three alarms. Search
depths of 0 were used for all analyses with the new method. Results are
reported in Table 4.

As with the previous case study, these results show that the new
method can replicate the result of the previous version while offering

Fig. 6. The new architecture for formally modeling a configuration of medical alarms in our method. Note that the superscript symbols *,§, †, and ‡ are used to
concepts in this figure to corresponding concepts from Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Generic model code for implementing the architecture from Fig. 6 for checking if an arbitrary alarm (AlarmX) is masked within a configuration of N alarms.
This uses the input language of SAL [19]. Lines that start with % indicate code comments. Magenta variables represent values inserted into the code during
generation. Ellipses are used to show where incremental code is produced based on the presented patterns. Annotations (in green boxes) are used to describe the code.
Where applicable, variables in this are named consistently with their corresponding concepts from Fig. 6. This includes AlarmTimes, M, N, Alarm1State–AlarmNState,
and AlarmXM. The assignment of alarm times (Fig. 6∗) is shown in lines 27–34. The lambda abstractions that define the anonymous functions that map alarm times to
alarm states (Fig. 6§) are shown in lines 37–53. The lambda abstraction that defines the anonymous function that maps all of the alarm states to the masking-
indicating Boolean array for AlarmX (Fig. 6†) is in 62–70. The psychoacoustic mapping functions used for this (Fig. 6‡) are defined in lines 11–19.
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significant improvements in verification time (96.97%–99.96% de-
creases with reductions factors of 33–2482.33). These results are sig-
nificant because they further confirm that our new method is capable of
detecting additive masking. The counterexamples for these analyses
show that partial masking of the third tone of Alarm B occurs when it
sounds at the same time as the first tone from Alarm A and the second
tone of Alarm C. The second tone of Alarm C can be partially masked
when sounding concurrently with the first tone of Alarm A and the third
tone of Alarm B. Because no masking occurred in the models with only
two alarms, the masking observed in the three-alarm model is additive.

5.1.3. Case study 3: the GE CARESCAPETM telemetry monitor
To evaluate a realistic application, we used our new method to

analyze the alarms in the GE CARESCAPETM Monitor B850 [31], a
telemetry monitoring system compatible with the international medical
alarm standard [40] (an analysis originally reported in [36]). The GE
monitor had the alarms described in Table 5. There were four high-
priority alarms that played identical ten-tone alarm melodies (including

the same timings) at different volumes, a medium-priority alarm with
three tones in its melody, and a one tone low-priority alarm. The ana-
lysis allowed any of the included alarms to sound concurrently.

We modeled the alarms from Table 5 in both versions of the method.
Each alarm was evaluated with both methods to determine if it was ever
partially or totally masked. Because of the complexity of the model, we
anticipated that the original method would have scalability problems.
Thus, in the results reported in [36] (and reproduced here) we at-
tempted to minimize verification search depths. Specifically, all prop-
erties were verified iteratively starting with the minimum depth cap-
able of detecting masking. If no masking was found, the search depth
was increased by one for each verification until masking was discovered
or the verification took a prohibitively long time. For partial masking,
this meant search depths started at 2 and increased from there. For total
masking, search depths started at the total number of states in the as-
sociated alarm and were iteratively increased up to 21. Search depths
greater than 21 were not considered because of the amount of time
required for the analyses. Because a depth of 21 would encapsulate
what was likely to be the worst possible masking condition for the three
high-priority alarms (when they all sounded at the same time as each
other due to them all having the same tones), this was seen as sufficient.
Verifications done with the new method were performed with a search
depth of 0.

Results are shown in Table 6. In these, the new method was able to

Table 1
Case study 1 alarm configuration (adapted from [36]).

Name Freq. (Hz) Vol. (dB) Time (s)

Alarm 1 261 80 0.250
0 0 0.100

370 80 0.250

Alarm 2 277 60 0.150
0 0 0.050

277 60 0.150

Alarm 3 524 85 0.200
0 0 0.075

294 85 0.200

Note. Alarm tones are listed vertically (from top to bottom) based on the order
that they sound in a given alarm’s cycle. A pause is indicated by a volume or
frequency of 0.

Table 2
Case study 1 verification results.

Model Original Method New Method %

Alarms Alarm Spec. Time (s) Result Time (s) Result Decrease

1 & 2 1 Partial 0.15 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 80.00%
Total 0.11 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 72.73%

2 Partial 0.47 × 0.02 × 95.74%
Total 0.24 ✓ 0.02 ✓ 91.67%

1 & 3 1 Partial 0.11 ✓ 0.02 ✓ 81.82%
Total 0.12 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 75.00%

3 Partial 0.16 ✓ 0.02 ✓ 87.50%
Total 0.10 ✓ 0.02 ✓ 80.00%

2 & 3 2 Partial 1.24 × 0.03 × 97.58%
Total 0.17 ✓ 0.02 ✓ 88.24%

3 Partial 0.15 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 80.00%
Total 0.09 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 66.67%

1, 2, & 3 1 Partial 6.65 ✓ 0.06 ✓ 99.10%
Total 1.58 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 97.47%

2 Partial 89.97 × 0.07 × 99.92%
Total 148.29 × 0.04 × 99.97%

3 Partial 3.74 ✓ 0.06 ✓ 98.40%
Total 1.46 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 97.26%

Note. ✓ indicates a verification confirmation and × indicates a verification
failure with a counterexample. Time represents the total verification time in
seconds. % Decrease is computed as 100% · (Original Time−New Time)/
Original Time. In all verification results, the number of visited states is not
reported because this is not calculated by SAL’s infinite bounded model
checker.

Table 3
Case study 2 alarm configuration (adapted from [36]).

Name Freq. (Hz) Vol. (dB) Time (s)

Alarm A 261 84 0.1
0 0 0.1

329 84 0.1
0 0 0.1

392 84 0.1

Alarm B 261 84 0.1
0 0 0.1

329 84 0.1
0 0 0.1

293 84 0.1

Alarm C 523 84 0.1
0 0 0.1

293 84 0.1
0 0 0.1

392 84 0.1

Table 4
Case study 2 verification results.

Model Original Method New Method %

Alarms Alarm Spec Time (s) Result Time (s) Result Decrease

A & B Alarm A Partial 4.48 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 99.33%
Total 1.09 ✓ 0.02 ✓ 98.17%

Alarm B Partial 3.42 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 98.83%
Total 2.34 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 98.72%

A & C Alarm A Partial 4.31 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 99.07%
Total 0.99 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 96.97%

Alarm C Partial 2.89 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 98.62%
Total 1.85 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 97.84%

B & C Alarm B Partial 3.96 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 98.99%
Total 1.40 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 97.86%

Alarm C Partial 3.60 ✓ 0.03 ✓ 99.17%
Total 1.48 ✓ 0.04 ✓ 97.30%

A, B & C Alarm A Partial 189.2 ✓ 0.24 ✓ 99.87%
Total 13.56 ✓ 0.12 ✓ 99.12%

Alarm B Partial 670.23 × 0.27 × 99.96%
Total 9.83 ✓ 0.15 ✓ 98.47%

Alarm C Partial 815.29 × 0.34 × 99.96%
Total 16.94 ✓ 0.12 ✓ 99.29%
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reproduce the partial masking results for the alarms of the GE CARE-
SCAPE. Specifically, partial masking was observed for all of the alarms.
The new method also found the same total masking conditions reported
in [36]. However, the new method also found additional total masking
conditions not found with the original method. Specifically, the new
method found that D15K, D19KT, and SystemHigh could also be totally
masked. While unexpected, these results actually make sense given that
the search depth was limited in the original analyses due to scalability

limitations of the original method. The method’s visualization of the
total masking of these three alarms (Fig. 8) shows that this probably
occurred because more than 21 alarm events (the maximum search
depth in the original analyses) were required to achieve these masking
results.

Finally, it is important to note that, unlike the results from the
previous analyses, the partial masking verification results actually took
longer with the new method than the original one (Table 6). This occurs
because, in the original analyses, partial masking was found at search
depths of 2. Thus, the original method was considering significantly
fewer alarm interaction conditions. For the total masking analyses
(where significantly larger search depths were originally used), the new
method reduced verification times from between 64.69% and 99.98%.
This, coupled with the additional masking conditions discovered with
the new method, clearly demonstrates that the new method is both
more complete than the old approach (the analysis is no longer limited
by search depth and thus offers genuine proof of masking conditions)
and more computationally efficient.

5.2. Scalability analyses

The following analyses were constructed to characterize how our
method scales. To do these, we developed an artificial case study which
had three base alarms (Table 7). In this configuration, Alarm 1 was
designed to never be masked and Alarm 2 was designed to be both
partially and totally masked by Alarm 3. Each of these alarms contains

Table 5
Alarms from case study 3, the GE CARESCAPE telemetry monitoring system.

Name Freq. (Hz) Vol. (dB) Time (s) Name Freq. (Hz) Vol. (dB) Time (s) Name Freq. (Hz) Vol. (dB) Time (s)

CPU-C1 523 72 0.1 D15K 523 81 0.1 D19KT 523 82 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
698 72 0.1 698 81 0.1 698 82 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
784 72 0.1 784 81 0.1 784 82 0.1
0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3
880 72 0.1 880 81 0.1 880 82 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
988 72 0.1 988 81 0.1 988 82 0.1
0 0 1.0 0 0 1.0 0 0 1
523 72 0.1 523 81 0.1 523 82 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
698 72 0.1 698 81 0.1 698 82 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
784 72 0.1 784 81 0.1 784 82 0.1
0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3
880 72 0.1 880 81 0.1 880 82 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
988 72 0.1 988 81 0.1 988 82 0.1
0 0 5.0 0 0 5.0 0 0 5

SystemHigh 523 84 0.1 SystemMedium 523 83 0.2 SystemLow 523 79 0.2
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.2
698 84 0.1 784 83 0.2
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.2
784 84 0.1 988 83 0.2
0 0 0.3 0 0 19.0
880 84 0.1
0 0 0.1
988 84 0.1
0 0 1.0
523 84 0.1
0 0 0.1
698 84 0.1
0 0 0.1
784 84 0.1
0 0 0.3
880 84 0.1
0 0 0.1
988 84 0.1
0 0 5.0

Note. CPU-C1, D15K, D19KT, and SystemHigh are high-priority alarms. SystemMedium is a medium-priority alarm. SystemLow is a low priority alarm.

Table 6
Case study 3 verification results.

Original Method New Method

Alarm Spec Depth Time (s) Result Depth Time (s) Result

CPU-C1 Partial 2 145.70 × 0 55,265.73 ×
Total 21 60,967.05 × 0 2,361.15 ×

D15K Partial 2 135.21 × 0 70,236.22 ×
Total 21 145,870.50 ✓ 0 302.14 ×

D19KT Partial 2 135.21 × 0 75,160.80 ×
Total 21 148,252.81 ✓ 0 413.19 ×

SystemHigh Partial 2 139.02 × 0 80,352.56 ×
Total 21 395,441.48 ✓ 0 73.31 ×

SystemMedium Partial 2 104.24 × 0 45,424.01 ×
Total 21 203,702.73 ✓ 0 84.32 ✓

SystemLow Partial 2 81.24 × 0 992.29 ×
Total 4 216.66 × 0 76.51 ×
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ten tones followed by a pause, making them have the maximum number
of alarm events allowed in IEC 60601-1-8. In the scalability analyses,
variations of this configuration were created, where both the number of
alarm events and number of alarms were varied. Specifically, cases
were created where all of the alarms in the test case had between 1 and
10 tones (all followed by a pause) where the tones included in the
analyses started with the first tones for the alarms in Table 7 and
iteratively adding each of their tones (and their following pause) as the
number of tones increased. For each specific number of tones, separate
cases were created which contained between 3 and 8 alarms (this was
chosen as the upper limit because there are 8 reserved alarm sounds in
IEC 60601-1-8). For each case where there were more than 3 alarms,
Alarm 3 was reproduced to add the additional alarms.

For all of these cases, the partial masking and total masking of both
Alarm 1 and Alarm 2 were recorded to get metrics (verification times)
for both discovering the presence and absence of partial and total
masking. In the results, the method always found that Alarm 1 was
totally or partially masked and that Alarm 2 was never masked (as
expected). Verification times can be found in Table 8. In all of these
results, verification times appeared to increase exponentially with both
the number of alarms and the number of tones in the alarms. To check
this, we fit exponential functions to the data using linear regression and
computed the coefficient of determination (R2). In all cases, >R 0.92

indicating a very good fit of an exponential function to the data. This
confirmed our observation.

Even though verification time increases exponentially with the
number of tones and the number of alarms in the model, the scalability
results are encouraging. Specifically, all of the verifications were able to
complete, with the longest taking just under three days.

It is also important to note that the analyses that indicated the
presence of total masking (Table 8) took significantly less time to
complete than the other analyses. This is not surprising given that
analyses finish as soon as they find a property violation. It is also

convenient for analyses, because it means that problems can be dis-
covered and potentially correct quickly.

6. Discussion

This work has introduced an approach that significantly improves
the scalability and completeness of a formal-methods-based approach
for discovering when masking can cause medical alarms to be im-
perceptible. This development was achieved by allow the full sounding
cycle of alarm configurations to be considered in the set of model initial
states.

The results presented for the legacy analyses (compared to analyses
originally reported in [36]) demonstrate that the method is capable of
achieving the same level of masking detection seen with the previous
version of the method. This is shown by the fact that the new method
was able to find the positive masking results for case studies 1, 2, and 3.
Due to the scalability limitations of the original method, the original
verification analyses of case study 3 did not use a search depth suffi-
cient enough to consider all possible model interactions. Thus, the
analyses of case study 3 with the new method found masking conditions
not previously discovered with the original method. This demonstrates
the improved detection capabilities afforded by the completeness of the
new method. This is a significant result because it shows that the new
method will not miss critical alarm interactions.

Not only was the new method complete, but it also significantly
improved scalability. In particular, the analyses for case studies 1 and 2
saw across the board reductions in verification times ranging from
66.67% to 99.97% for comparable analyses. Similar reductions were
observed for the total masking analyses with case study 3. Conversely,
increases in verification times were observed for partial masking.
However, this is due to the improved completeness of the new method.
Thus, these results do not constitute a serious problem for the new
method.

Fig. 8. Plots illustrating the new total masking conditions found using the new masking verification method: (a) D15K, (b) SystemHigh, and (c) D19KT. In these,
boxes indicate when an alarm is making noise in accordance with the sounds shown in Table 5.
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The method improvements are responsible for the performance
observed in the synthetic case studies for assessing scalability. In par-
ticular, the analysis that took the longest time to complete (total
masking of alarm 1 with 10 tones and 8 alarms) completed in less than
three days (249,676.89 s; Table 8). These results have important im-
plications for the use of the method.

The results for case study 3 and the scalability results show that the
method can be realistically used by designers to evaluate the masking
potential of alarms from modern medical devices. Specifically, for a
complex configuration with up to 8 alarms each with up to 10 tones
(and 10 pauses), it will take less than three days of computational time
to run an evaluation on each alarm. Furthermore, analyses of different
alarms can be run in parallel. Thus a full design could be evaluated in
three days with enough conventional computational resources. It is
worth noting that 8 alarms (with ten tones each) is a fair number of
alarms to consider in a given analyses when evaluating a design. This is
made clear by considering the fact that a device as complex as the
telemetry monitoring system evaluated for case study 3 only had 6
alarms. Even the IEC 60601-1-8 international medical alarm standard
only contains 8 reserved alarm sounds, which can have up to 10 tones.
Thus our method is fully capable of evaluating the alarms of conven-
tional designed standards as well as the reserved sounds of IEC 60601-
1-8. As such, the work presented here has the potential to allow de-
signers to reduce the likelihood that alarms in their devices will be
masked. This should improve the probability that medical practitioners
will hear the alarms, respond to them appropriately, and thus avoid
adverse health outcomes. We plan to publish a free implementation of
our analysis method so that designers will be able to use it in future
device designs.

It is important to note that our method does not consider the like-
lihood or risk of any particular masking condition. We do not view this
as a major limitation of our work because any alarm masking could be
fatal in a medical environment. Furthermore, predicting the probability
that any particular alarm will sound at a given time will likely be dif-
ficult and have high variance. However, should such estimates become
possible, we could adapt our method for use with emerging probabil-
istic model checking techniques [42]. Probabilistic model checking is
similar to more convention model checking approaches, but allows
probabilities and consequence to be associated with different formal
model transition. This enables its use for predicting the probability and
risk of outcomes. Future work should investigate how our method could

be used with probabilistic model checking to enable such capabilities.
The results of the telemetry monitoring systems (case 3) are parti-

cularly troubling because there are ways for all of the high priority
alarms in the system to be masked. This system was not chosen for
analysis because we anticipated it having masking problems. On the
contrary, it was the only medical device we could obtain detailed alarm
information for. This provides further evidence that the masking pro-
blem is more serious than previously thought and worthy of con-
sideration in system design.

The results for the telemetry monitoring system are even more
concerning given that its alarms were designed in compliance with IEC
60601-1-8, the international medical alarm standard [40]. This sug-
gests that masking is a critical issue in the standard. This conclusion is
further bolstered by the fact that the standard was the inspiration for
the sounds analyzed under case study 2. Thus, in future work we plan to
use our method to evaluate the IEC 60601-1-8 international standard.
In particular, IEC 60601-1-8 contains a number of reserved sounds:
standard alarm melodies for representing common medical alarm
concepts. In total, there are eight reserved alarm sounds where, de-
pending on the priority, alarms could have 1, 3, or 10 tones separated
by a pause. As such, the scalability analyses presented here show that
our method is capable of handling the complexity of the alarms in the
international standard.

It is worth noting that the international medical alarm standard
specifies that alarms have additional (lower volume) frequencies in
each tone. This can make IEC 60601-1-8 compliant alarms harmoni-
cally richer. The alarms evaluated in this paper only considered the
primary frequency of alarms. However, our current version of the
method is able to account for this feature of IEC 60601-1-8 and the
nature of our new architecture allows the masking effect of additional
frequencies to be considered without additional impact on scalability.
This is due to the fact that the effect of additional frequencies can be
incorporated into the pre-computed “power alpha” values that our
method uses. Thus, should our analysis of IEC 60601-1-8 prove in-
sightful, this work has the potential to make recommendations for
improving the international medical alarm standard. This could sig-
nificantly decrease the likelihood that medical alarms are masked. In a
medical environment, where seconds can mean the difference between
life and death, this could have profound implications for patient safety
and health.

Table 7
Alarms used in the scalability analyses.

Name Freq (Hz) Vol (dB) Time (s) Name Freq (Hz) Vol (dB) Time (s) Name Freq (Hz) Vol (dB) Time (s)

Alarm 1 150 60 0.1 Alarm 2 1000 84 0.1 Alarm 3 150 84 0.1 …
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 1.0 0 0 1.0 0 0 1.0

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1

150 60 0.1 1000 84 0.1 150 84 0.1
0 0 5.0 0 0 5.0 0 0 5.0

Note. In analyses with more than three alarms, each additional alarm is a duplicate of Alarm 3.
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Scalability analyses verification times (in seconds).
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1 0.03 0.05 0.15 0.55 1.63 4.29 0.99
2 0.05 0.21 0.60 2.55 12.61 34.96 ∼ 1
3 0.14 0.58 1.87 8.06 64.44 215.03 0.99
4 0.27 1.18 3.08 36.72 177.60 793.33 0.99
5 0.39 2.07 15.59 89.63 596.68 3241.92 ∼ 1
6 0.63 3.68 30.71 244.53 1919.88 10587.44 ∼ 1
7 1.04 6.15 46.10 335.16 4916.96 25279.72 ∼ 1
8 1.34 6.91 97.56 1587.23 11283.61 53273.24 0.99
9 1.70 16.05 82.43 2178.08 20215.13 133548.58 0.99
10 3.05 9.85 239.35 2354.85 31542.81 213370.02 0.99
R2 0.97 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.97

Total Masking of Alarm 1
1 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.50 1.42 3.85 ∼ 1
2 0.05 0.17 0.65 3.09 9.39 33.20 ∼ 1
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